
      KBJS Issues List, Second Quarter 2020

1. April 11, 2020  Issue: Lessons from a life of pain and suffering
Program – First Person - 10:30 am and 9:30 pm… 28 minute length and duration

Wayne  Shepherd and Joni Tada Host Wayne Shepherd sat down with quadriplegic Joni 
Eareckson Tada to talk about her life and ministry. Joni spoke of her pain and the lessons 
she has learned from her suffering.

  2. April 18, 2020   Issue: Helping families and children cope with Covid 19.
Program: First Person, 10:30 am – 28 minute length and duration

Host Wayne Shepherd interviewed Rob Rienow, the founder of Visionary Family 
Ministries, about helping families with children at home cope with life during the Covid-
19 era. 

3. June 8, 2020  Issue: God’s plan for marriage
Program: Truth For Life: 8:04 AM – 28 minutes length and duration

    In Today’s Truth For Life program Alistair Begg talked about God’s design for marriage.

4. June 12, 2020  Issue: The role of fathers in marriage
Program: Truth For life: 89:04 AM – 28 minutes length and duration

In today’s Truth For Life program Alistair Begg talked about the role of fathers in marriage.  
This was the first program of a three part series.

5. June 30, 2020  Issue: Brain health
Program: In The Market  4 pm – 55 minutes length and duration. 

      Host Janet Parshall and an internationally renowned physician discussed brain health. 
Specific topics included how to maintain cognitive health through mental exercise, dietary 
changes, and spiritual practices.



6. June 24, 2020:  Issue: hurts and wounds amongst relatives
Program: In The Market 4 pm – 55 minute length and duration

      Host Janet Parshall discussed hurts and wounds that come from relatives within the family. 
      Specific steps were discussed to obtain peace and healing within families.

7. May 14, 2020:  Issue: The human toll of gender transition
Program: In The Market (hour 2) 5 pm – 55 minutes length and duration

The topic of discussion on hour 2 of In The Market is the human toll inflicted by so-called  
“gender experts” who push gender transition on people who don’t need it. Janet’s guest 
sent a warning to the culture being swayed by this damaging agenda.

8. June 23, 2020: Issue: struggles with homosexuality
Program: Focus On The Family: 7:00 AM – 28 minutes length and duration 

Jackie Hill Perry shared the story of her former struggles with homosexuality and how she 
came to know and experience God’s love and grace. (Part 1 of 2)

9. June 4, 2020: Issue: racial tension in the United States
Program: Focus On The Family:  7 am – 28 minutes length and duration

Senator Tim Scott and Pastor Al Pittman offer their insights regarding the heightening of 
racial tension in the United States. Specifically, the Christian response to this situation is 
discussed.

10. June 2, 2020:  Issue: Controlling Anger
Program: Focus On The Family:  7 am – 28 minutes length and duration 

In a discussion based on his book Anger: Taming a Powerful Emotion, Gary Chapman 
offered practical advice for dealing with anger in a healthy manner and embracing the 
power of forgiveness. 


